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It hardly seems possible that this should
be the fourth edition of the Review in its
developing new format, approved at the
2009 AGM. And I am delighted to say that it
has been welcomed as a resounding success.
This is due in large part to the expansion
of the Editorial Committee, and I am most
grateful to Jimmy Burns for his practical
input and editorial advice, and to our Chairman Denise Holt who has pushed through
a raft of developments in the Society in
general as well as support for the Review.
The most noticeable change has been in the
new dynamic design, and this issue provides
ample evidence of our debt to Steve Bunn
who has brought us into the 21st century
with a bang. I am now happy to announce
that we have two further additions to the
committee in Elena Moya and Barbara Mora,
both experienced journalists. Together with
Pepe Ivars, heading up our advertising , and

adrian wright
From the Editor

in greater depth. We hope the new Revista
will prove a worthy flagship of our Society,
reaching out to members old and new with
the support of our website, facebook, and
twitter.

Jordi Casinos developing our social networking through the web, we have a team Vicente
This issue contains articles from two of our
del Bosque would be proud of!
becarios who have been happy beneficiaries
You will also have noticed that we have
of our corporate sponsored grants prochanged the name to La Revista, which
gramme, coverage of our similarly inspired
reflects the new direction of the Society, a
social events, along with a range of original
society that is more focussed on Spaniards
articles on a range of topics from a prizein the UK, especially younger ones, and with
winning contribution on Basque cooking
stronger links to Spanish businesses over
to a lively debate about bullfighting, while
here. We have also decided to change to
not forgetting, of course, a necessary tribute
three-copies per annum. This will give us
to La Roja’s memorable World Cup victory,
time to concentrate on a variety of themes
the high point of another exciting AngloSpanish year. Do let us know what you think,
and what suggestions you may have for the
future: 102 Eaton Sq,, London SW1W 9AN or
info@anglo-spanishsociety.org
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14th December, 7-9pm
The Society’s Christmas Party at Canning House, 2 Belgrave Square,
London SW1
Feliz Navidad! One of the high points of our social calendar. Fun for all
ages. Join us for festive cheer, fabulous tapas and wine.Great raffle prizes.
Ticket Prices: £25 BOOK EARLY!
)RUZDUGSODQQLQJ
20th January
Paella lunch at Tendido Cuatro. Enjoy the best paella in town at one of
London’s friendliest Spanish venues.
February/March Date to be arranged
Black tie dinner with guest speaker, jointly organized with Spanish Chamber of Commerce in London at the RAC Club. Details to be announced
March 3rd Wallace Collection 2 pm
Private tour and talk on Spanish Works of Art
Tickets £6 per person
6th April 2011, 7.30pm
Central London Venue To be confirmed
The Anglo-Spanish Society Classical Concert
Don’t miss this wonderful evening featuring talented young musicians
from Royal College of Music, the Royal Academy of Music and Guildhall
School of Drama. Programme includes pieces by Spain’s most famous
composers.
4th June 2011
Visit to Templewood the beautiful and historic Norfolk home of the controversial government minister ,the late Sir Samuel Hoare, a one time
MI6 officer in Russia who became Churchill’s ambassador in Spain during
WW2.
All enquiries relating to Society events please contact
info@anglospanishsociety.org
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By Emily Cooper Bottom: New Members, Left Emily Cooper
Farsa Monea at Nueva Costa Dorada
One hundred members and their guests
descended on Nueva Costa Dorada
restaurant in Hanway Street for the
society’s Coplas night on the 13th
October to enjoy an evening of Spanish
cuisine, wine and song! The atmospheric, candlelit surroundings of the
West End Spanish eatery provided the
perfect backdrop for talented trio Farsa
Monea who keep alive the traditional
folk songs of Spain with their passionate interpretation of the Coplas genre.
Guests tucked into a feast of Langostinos, Asparragos Navarros, Salmon con
Salsa de Cava and Crema Catalana
served up by the welcoming team
headed by manager Bojan Vemic, while
the wine seemed to flow all night long!
“La noche en el Costa Dorada fue muy
divertida,” comments Ana Matarredona
who became a new member of the
society in 2010. “Muchos amigos se
animaron a venir y disfrutamos de las
coplas de Farsa Monea entre plato y
plato, muy bien interpretadas por un
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with Steve Bunn and Denise Holt, Top: Top
table with new members, Centre: Violeta
Garcia, Right: Maria
Camahort, Bottom Right: Jonathan Desbrusalais

grupo tan joven!”
Guitarist Maria Camahort, percussionist
Jonathan Desbruslais and vocalist Violeta García
played two sets in which they re-told the stories,
passion and dreams of the Spanish people during the post-Civil War military dictatorship. Violeta, who hails from Madrid, sang from the heart
famous songs such as Ojos Verdes and the beautifully moving Volver. Her captivating version of
traditional Mexican song La Llorona was for me a
particular highlight. “We had a great time playing
to such an appreciative audience!” says Jonathan
who gave Lagrimas Negras, another well-known
song, a catchy Cuban feel with his soulful
rhythms. He employed a number of traditional
instruments throughout the evening including
a cajon, an egg shaker and African seed shaker.
Each of the songs had been specially arranged
for the group by Maria, who mesmerised the
audience with her guitar playing.
The Society would like to thank Bojan and his
team at Nueva Costa Dorada restaurant (www.
costadoradarestaurant.co.uk ) for their fabulous hospitality – we are excited about the
prospect of returning there for a Flamenco
night in the Spring. Thank you also to Farsa
Monea and to the generous support of the
evening’s sponsors: Currencies Direct, Latin
America Film and JLCA & AS Lawyers.
Photographs by David J. Salas, www.davidsalas.com
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We were promised a delicious selection of cold and hot tapas and dessert, and were not disappointed, writes Adrian
Wright. Those of us who responded to the invitation to the
Society’s Tapas Lunch at Ibérica on Saturday 11 September
were regaled with the best that Spain can provide: selección de chacina, alcachofas, tortilla, coquetas, arroz, plato
de queso y membrillo y así así al tope!
Thirty eight, including eight non-members and three for
whom this was their first attendance at an Anglo-Spanish
Society function, met in the pleasant upstairs Caleya
restaurant at Ibérica Food and Culture in Great Portland
Street (where they also hold art exhibitions). The venue
and staff combine efficiency with a casual ambiente, and
the wine flowed with the conversation, as animated as in
any Madrid tasca.
This was the third such event this year and they continue
to grow in popularity, with members travelling from as far
as Cambridge to claim their reservation.
We must thank our (past) Events Secretary, Siobhan, for
suggesting the venue and organising our day.
¡Hasta la próxima!

improvements.
The Chairman has
written personally to the top 25
UK universities to
By Albert Jones try to even up the
imbalance between
That sounds like a contradiction in terms
Spanish and UK apbut thanks to the energetic chairmanship of plicants (4:1).
Dame Denise Holt, more time was spent on
She has also
the tapas, copas and animated conversation
achieved a threethan was spent on the preceding business
year renewal from
part of the meeting. Not that the latter
Santander, BBVA,
wasn’t full of interest.
O2/Telefónica and
Many more members were present than last Ferrovial at the proyear, among them newly signed up British
visionally agreed
and Spanish youth, showing their appreciaincreased annual
tion for an increasingly dynamic charity. They contribution from
were privileged to use the embassy premises each company of
for their meeting with the added pleasure of £6250.
the presence of our President, the ambasSocial Events
sador.
Events have also had a most successful year.
His Excellency Carles Casajuana I Palet,
Tributes were paid to the Ladies Lindsay
pledged the continuing support of the
and Brennan, Emily Cooper, Pepe Ivars and
embassy for the Society’s activities and
Carmen Bouverat. Their various organising,
confirmed his own pleasure at attending
catering and networking abilities resulted in
the annual award of Scholarships as well as
a highly successful Christmas party, Emily’s
hosting such events as the Summer Party.
annual classical concert, her recent coplas
He was also pleased to introduce Fidel López
evening, thirty new members from the
Álvarez, the newly arrived Ministro para
Chinawhite evening in June and visits to
Asuntos Culturales y Científicos who will act
the Royal College of Arms and the House of
as his liaison between the Council and the
Lords. The Summer Party at the embassy was
Embassy.
more successful and sun-blessed than ever.
In thanking the Ambassador, Dame Denise
It prompted the thought that we are a very
acknowledged the staunch support given to fortunate society with such support from
the Society by the departing First Secretary,
the Embassy, the Cervantes Institute and
Gonzalo Álvarez Garrido, and wished him
many sponsoring companies and individuwell in his new post in Rabat.
als. They enable us to break even or make a
profit on our events programme, which we
In her Annual Report, Denise began with
are obliged to do as a charity. The invaluable
tributes to her predecessor, Sir Stephen
support of our members in this cannot be
Wright and to her fellow Trustees and memoverstated.
bers of the Executive Council. Special thanks
– and a bouquet – were given to Siobhan
Quarterly Review
Songour for her invaluable work as Events
Our long established publication has already
and Grants Secretary. All expressed pleasure
been successfully re-launched in its new A4
that Siobhan would continue to support the
format and has been renamed La Revista.
Society. At the same time a warm welcome
The editorial committee, notably editor
was given to Beatriz Gago Vázquez – already
Adrian Wright, Jimmy Burns – a dynamic vice
Bea to her colleagues – who has taken over
chairman – and new member Steve Bunn,
Siobhan’s roles at the Cervantes Institute and
design editor, are, like the events commitwith the Society.
tee, a great team. At this point, Jimmy was inFurther valued support from the
Institute was gratefully acknowledged to its Director Isabel Lorda
and to Jordi Casinos, who combines his ‘day job’ with being the
Society’s Finance and Membership
Secretary. His expert maintenance
of its website has been particularly
effective in raising the society’s
profile..

$*0

The focus then turned to activities
during the past year.
Grants
The success of the first three years
of the Principal Supporters scholarship scheme has not stopped
Council from seeking further
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vited to say a few words about future plans.
Jimmy confirmed that publication is to be reduced from four issues a year to three, in October, February and June, to be co-ordinated
with the timing of the events programme.
With a planned print run of 1000, sponsorship and advertising are as important as elsewhere in meeting costs but the extra copies
can be used to raise the Society’s profile and
recruit new members.
Jimmy hoped that the already considerable
editorial effort would be supplemented by
ideas and contributions from members. Future plans include space for small, classified
advertisements not to mention profiles of
the Spanish world cup-winning team
Meanwhile the Annual Accounts, presented
by the Hon Treasurer, Mark Phillips, showed
improved balances and were unanimously
adopted by the meeting.
Retiring Trustees, Mercedes Licudi Stuttard
and John Scanlan were warmly thanked for
their ‘heroic service to the Society over the
best part of half a century’. Their proposed
replacement by Siobhan Songour and María
Amparo García-Asencio was approved by the
meeting.
Three new members of Council were also
elected: former BBC journalist and professional transalator Isabel del Rio
who will supply expertise in public
relations, translation and events;
Lucia Lindsay who will continue her
already contributed work on event
organisation and Javier Fernández
Hidalgo of Ibérica and the Chamber
of Commerce.
The chairman achieved her resolution to limit all business meetings
to one hour by closing the formal
proceedings at 19.30 and members
continued to enjoy, for a further
hour or more, the embassy’s hospitality and Nicky Lindsay’s provision
of refreshments, with particular
enthusiasm for her tortilla.

$6656FKRODUVKLS
A musical graduate describes how he pursuing a career as composer, with the support
of the Anglo-Spanish Society and O2.
by Marcos Fernandez Barrero
English flautist from the
Guildhall School of Music, Lucy Driver, whom I
normally play with as a
duo and for whom I also
wrote a piece which has
been recently published
by Periferia Sheet Music .
Thank to this music publisher the score I wrote
for The Acentejo Clarinet
Quartet, inspired by my
fascination with Scottish
and Galician folk and
bagpipe heritage will
also be published.
However, my main purpose in this article is to
talk about the exciting
project I am currently
working on, the score
of a ballet for orchestra
with the working title
Hispania.
At the beginning of the
year, I went to Scotland
to meet my friend Bede
Williams, a very talented
conductor and trumpet player from New
Thanks to the scholarship awarded by O2
Zealand currently finishing his Master’s at
via the Anglo-Spanish Society I was able
the Royal Scottish Academy of Music. After
to finance my musical studies to pursue a
postgraduate degree/qualification in compo- working together on different projects in
the past, we started to think about the idea
sition at the Royal College of Music.
of creating a ballet about Spain aiming to
One of my interests as a musician is pursuperform it around UK; composed by me, with
ing a career in composing for scene (film,
Bede as conductor and artistic director.
theatre and also ballet) and this year in
London at the RCM has been very productive After introducing this idea to a range of
contacts, we soon received good feedback
with many possibilities and opportunities
so I began work on the ballet. My idea was
available.
not to explain a narrative story as most tradiAt the beginning of the year I was able to
tional ballets will do, but to employ the emoinitiate a professional relationship with
tional and semiotic code of music in order to
Guillermo Laporta and Tagore Gonzalez, two
transmit the essence and cultural diversity of
artistic directors of an emerging Spanish
Spain. Some musicologists support the idea
artistic company (Cre.Art Project) which
that music in general is the result of culture,
was at the end of the creation of its multiso my idea is to use the music of a specific
disciplinary production called “LONDON, EL
culture to try and capture the essence of it.
ESPECTACULO”. It is a two hour theatrical
This was my starting point for writing the
show about the essence of London, combinmusic of the ballet. Its structure is articulated
ing theatre, dance, film, circus and music,
by different movements, each representing
to build what the Newspaper called, “The
a sociological concept typical from Spain
Avatar of Scenic Arts” (Diario del Altoaragon).
or from a specific region of the country. The
My role was to write part of the music of
music of each movement will be made using
the show, as well as the music for the trailer
rhythms and musical elements that feature
which advertises it on their website: http://
in folk and popular music from the different
www.london.proyectocreart.com/london/
regions of Spain, translated and expanded in
LONDONINDEX.html
the greater possibilities that writing for orDuring this year, I have been working on oth- chestra offers. My aim in this score is not only
er collaborations with film directors - such
to show the typical sounds that everybody
as Ignacio Rodo with his clip “Renacimiento” identifies with Spain - employed to great
- and also with musicians, including an
purpose by composers like Manuel de Falla
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and Isaac Albéniz - , but I would really like to
show that in places like Galicia and Asturias
(in the North of Spain) there is a fascinating
musical heritage sharing lots of similarities
with the Celtic countries, like the bagpipe
and the Muiñeira (very close to the jig or
gigue).
One of the movements of the ballet (already
written) is called Fiesta. As the title suggests,
it is inspired by one of the most popular
concepts. It is a very lively, positive and busy
movement with a rhythmic intensity, built
by the combination of the characteristics
of a “Jota Aragonesa” with the intrusions of
flamenco rhythms from the South of Spain.
Another of the movements is made by a
development of the musical elements of a
“Pasodoble”, a typical Spanish dance used a
lot in military marches, which became very
popular in the world of bull-fighting. It has
also been a popular dance all over Spain for
many years, as well as in the professional
field of ballroom dancing. This movement
is linked to a new one by the emulation of
a clock that fades out little by little, creating the feeling of halted time. More or less
what happens after lunch time until 4 pm in
Spain, internationally recognized as a “siesta”.
It is this concept that entitles and defines
this movement, entirely slow and dreamy
until it links to a faster movement (still to be
finished) featuring a Muiñeira.
Last April, I had the opportunity to hear
the movement “Fiesta” in a workshop that
the Royal College of Music offered with its
symphony orchestra, and I think the translation of the Spanish folk elements into the
traditional classical orchestral setting is
fascinating, as well as a bit of an exotic mix!
Of course finance has great bearing on the
project, and so currently we are scoring for
a chamber orchestra, which will still offer
great musical possibilities, whilst being more
realistically affordable.
I believe this is the beginning of a project
that, hopefully, will interest people from UK
and Spain as well as from Europe, so I would
like this project to be taken further and
developed over the next few years, possibly
later including the option of rewriting the
score for a full symphony orchestra. In general, we are aiming to start with a production
of enough size to communicate the message
but with the idea of building it to, hopefully,
one day tour around Europe and showcasing the essence of Spain through music and
dance, exactly as a tourist guide does with
pictures and words.

“The idea of this exhibition is to present
a rich selection of Mexican and Peruvian
works, and to show their relationship with
European and Spanish painting, “ explains
Brown, “It’s an exhibition with two perspectives-one is the Spanish one, which sees the
evolution of art in America as an extension
of Spanish values. The other perspective
comes from the changes that took place in
America when there was this constant flow
of images from Europe.”

$UW+LVWRU\
Golden Age returns to Madrid
by Quixote

Between the start of the 16th century and
the beginning of the 19th century, the Spanish monarchy ruled over a vast and complex
empire which included much of South
America, Cuba, and the Philippines. What do
Spaniards today know about that bygone
age? Not much, it seems. Official school
texts devote fifteen lines to the conquest of
America and the organisation of Spain’s overseas empire. Spanish school kids study very
little indeed about the great pre-Columbian
cultures, and the Spanish imperial crown’s
subsequent rule.. A taboo subject or simply
indifference?
The bicentenaries being celebrated by some
Latin American republics along with the
work of art experts and historians from the
UK and the US may just remedy this lamentable state of ignorance and denial. Recently
I had the pleasure to lunch with the Oxford
University hispanist Professor John Elliot and
Jonathan Brown of Princeton, both experts
in the history and art of Spain’s Golden Age.
We were hosts of Gregorio Marañon, grandson of the great Spanish physician , who
owns a magnificent converted 16th century convent, the Cigarral de Los Menores,

Brown believes that visitors to the exhibition
will find it a hugely revealing and rewarding experience, witnessing step by step “the
process of transference of the Spanish visual
art form in America”.

Juan Martín Cabezalero, Comunión de
Santa Teresa, ca. 1670. Óleo sobre tela.
Col. Fundación Lázaro Galdiano, Madrid,
España. c. Fundación Lázaro Galdiano
outside Toledo. It seemed a suitable setting
to discuss the paucity of popular knowledge
and the steps being taken to address it.
Both Elliot and Brown were on their way to
Madrid for the official opening by Queen
Sofia of a magnificent new art exhibition
called Pintura de los Reinos which is running
until January in separate halls at the Royal
Palace and the Prado. Both experts have
been deeply involved in helping bring the
exhibition to fruition, with the help of official
sponsorship, not least from the Mexican
government.

The Royal Palace plays host to 69 paintings
from the 16th and 17th century, with works
by Berruegete, Zurbaran and Juan de Juanes
to explain what Brown calls the “formation of
a common language”. Then there are paintings by artists who travelled to Mexico and
Peru in order to paint “shared identities and
their local variations”. In this part of the exhibition, there are paintings by De Villalpando,
Rubens and Juan Correa, among others.
In the Prado there are a further 39 special
exhibits, paintings by European and Latin
American masters. They are worth seeing on
your next trip to Madrid.
Pintura de Los Reinos: Identidades
compartidas en el mundo hispánico.
Palacio Real de Madrid y Museo del Prado 26th October-30th January 2011.

6SDLQ7RGD\
Bullfighting: A question of Culture
The decision
earlier this year
by the Catalan
parliament to
ban bullfighting
in the region
has provoked
re-ignited a
long-running
debate about
whether Spain’s
traditional ‘sport’
should be allowed to continue or ended universally.
Here the case for bullfighting is put by
Jimmy Burns, the case against by Elena
Moya. Both are journalists and members of
the Anglo-Spanish Society although their
views are personal.
JB writes: I went to my first bullfight or corrida in 1960, when I was seven years old , in
San Feliu de Guixols, a fishing village along
Catalonia’s increasingly popular Costa Brava.
I remember feeling enthralled by the site of
a vulnerable looking young man dressed in
tightly-fitting silk confronting and gradually
subduing the fiercest animal I had ever seen.
It was the start of a life-long engagement
with Los Toros during which I have seen
hundreds of bullfights around Spain, each
bullfight a unique experience in itself.
My early years of going to the bullfight were
dominated by the presence of El Cordobes,
who with his outrageous frog-jumps and
other fearless challenges, centimetres away
from the bull’s horns, enthused the uninitiated and horrified the traditionalists. I have
recently become a huge fan of the more
aesthetic Jose Tomas, a true artisan with the
cape and sword. A majority of aficionados-or
bullfighting followers- breathed a collective
sigh of relief when Tomas survived a near
fatal goring in a Mexican bullring earlier this
spring.
The Catalan ban is, at one level, being presented as the result of a straight confrontation between on the one hand, animal rights
groups claiming to represent the modern
secular and global age, and on the other ,
blood thirsty traditionalists representing old
insular Spain- a left over from the Inquisition
and the Franco years.
Beyond the politics, the case against bullfighting has always seemed to me essentially
straightforward- a natural reaction of the
sensitive to cruelty in whatever manifestation - while the case for it has always been
more difficult to explain, having to do with
culture.
On the subject of bullfighting, Ernest
Hemingway led the way among non-Spanish
writers in getting inside the feelings of the

true aficionado. He believed bullfighting
touched on that elemental tension which
gives the corrida its fatal attraction: the
delicate balance between life and death, and
the power of the crowd to make or break a
bullfighter.
The late Kenneth Tynan was unable to
reconcile the logical reasons for loathing the
bullfight with his own obstinate awareness
that it represented the “summit of human
aspiration”. The aficionado believes that the
bull and the bullfighter must be in harmony
with each other if the tragedy in three acts
is not to descend into farce.As I have grown
older I have seen more bullfights than I
would like descend into farce And yet I
return to the bullring each season, knowing
that it will all be made worthwhile thanks to
that rare moment when a great bullfighter
confronts a great fighting bull.
As Tynan wrote of his favorite bullfighting
moment: “It’s as if bull and man were both
drawing on the same profound source of
energy- animal impulse compressed and
canalized into deliberate beauty…Beneath
an apparent contradiction-the bull’s power
versus the man’s intelligence -we perceive a
deeper harmony.”

as they are brought into capture, as they do
in Pamplona, during the San Fermin fiesta,
or as we did in my little Valencia village. This
barely takes a few minutes and it doesn’t
seem to disturb the bulls or cows to the
point of pain. They run to the end of the
enclosed area –until they are captured. If
people want to have music and celebrate
the moment, I can’t see any reason why this
should be forbidden.
After this, once in the bullring, events turn
much nastier: the bull is kept in a small area,
with no freedom whatsoever, for no legitimate reason –like feeding humans. Instead,
the animal is humiliated for no reason other
than the entertainment of the public, who
clap and “ole” every time the “toreador”
makes a pass –cheats him, shows the bull
one way, only to move to the other. The poor
animal looks lost, angry, cheated, without
giving him any chance. This lasts a long time,
during which, little by little, he is subject to
a slow death –first come the passes, then
the pins and the horses, and then the fatal
sword. Three hours of unnecessary agony to
a creature that, despite not being a human,
has feelings and emotions as we do. We
wouldn’t even dream to do this to a person,
why is a bull any different?
If we haven’t worked out a better way to feed
ourselves other than killing animals, the least
we can do is to let them live as long as we
can, and give them a decent and non-painful
death. Animals have their rights.

EM writes:
I am not against
“toros” because I am
a Catalan –my mother is from Zaragoza
and my father was
from Morella, a small
village in the major
bullfighting region
of Valencia, where I
Football: The Quiet Spaniard
spent my youth running in front of cows
In a memorable year for Spanish sport
during the fiestas,
Jimmy Burns profiles Vicente Del Bosque
having the time of
my life. But teasFew of the protagonists in last summer’s
ing an animal for five minutes is one thing,
football World Cup in South Africa have
humiliating and killing, another.
resisted the seduction of stardom with the
ease of Vicente del Bosque.
I am not advocating we shouldn’t kill animals. Born and raised in Spain in the seventies and eighties, I never met anybody who
had the luxury of being a vegetarian, or was
able to reject any sort of food: we ate what
was available, fish or meat, any other attitude
was seen as a luxury only available to the
rich Northern Europeans, who could chose.
We couldn’t –humans kill to eat, it’s the law
of life, the natural cycle. Not that I think this
is optimum, but until I see an alternative to
feed everybody in the world, I will stick to
what we have.
Bulls and cows need to be channelled from
the fields into a fenced area, so they can,
unfortunately, be slaughtered. I don’t mind
if people want to run in front of the animals

A caricature of a pensionable Guardia Civil
keeping a watchful eye from the dugout, the
Spanish national team coach is overweight,
balding, moustachioed. His team may have
set pulses racing on the field, but in a football scene where the cult of the manager is
built on virtuoso La Liga performances, Del
Bosque has been respected rather than venerated, never generating a mass following. To
fellow Spaniards he has been a difficult man
to get excited about. But that changed in
South Africa. Del Bosque this year joined the
Spanish tennis player Rafael Nadal, as one of
the most celebrated figures in international
sport.
While Del Bosques achievement last summer
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November 9th Goldsmith’s Hall 6.30 pm: The 2010 Canning Lecture by the Secretary of State for Foreign & Commonwealth Affairs, William
Hague.Tickets £25.00 For more information and to book tickets: events@canninghouse.org or call 0207 235 2303 x 222/225.
November 9th-14th Baron’s Court Theatre: Nadine’s Window presents Yerma by Lorca Box Office 020 89324747 www.nadineswindow.com
November 22nd Kensington Central Library 7 pm : The London History Festival authors night is Ben Macintyre, author of Operation MinceMeat, and Jimmy Burns author of Papa Spy, both books on secret operations in WW2 Spain, in discussion with author Alex Von Tunzelmann.
The event is in association with Waterstone’s High St Kensington For tickets contact Kensington Central Library on 02073613010 www.
londonhistoryfestival.com
November 25th-30th British Film Institute: Catalan cinema under Franco festival. Tickets from BFI, Southbank 020 79283232
December 8th 2010 Instituto Cervantes 6.30 pm : To celebrate the publication of Giles Tremlett’s biography Catherine of Aragon: Henry’s
Spanish Queen, (Faber & Faber) the author will be in conversation with Jimmy Burns.
December 9th 2010 Farm Street Church 7pm: The Christmas Story in words and music with carols,organised by the Anglo-Latin American
Foundation, in aid of the children of Latin America
Looking ahead..
April-September 2011: Joan Miro exhibition at Tate Modern

may have come as a surprise to many-unlike
Nadal’s repeated success -, he has been on
my radar screen for a while. I first met Del
Bosque when researching a book on Real
Madrid where he was manager some years
ago. In 2003, Del Bosque was replaced by
the Portuguese Carlos Queiroz at the start
of Beckham’s first season with the Spanish
club. He was seen by Real Madrid president
Florentino Perez as too quiet, not tough
enough to be trusted with handling highly
paid football stars turned celebrities. This
despite Del Bosque’s record at Madrid of
winning the Champions League twice, La
Liga twice, and the Uefa Cup during four
seasons in charge. He never failed to make
the last four of the European Cup. It was
the most successful period in Real Madrid ‘s
modern era.
Del Bosque has lived and breathed Real
Madrid most of his professional life, first as
a player straddling Francoiste and postFrancoiste Spain. A defender at the club for
14 years, from 1970, he was capped 18 times
for Spain, including their characteristically
disappointing run in Euro ‘80, where his side
failed to make their way out of the group.
After his exit from Real Madrid,and before
the World Cup in South Africa, I visited Del
Bosque in his spacious Madrid apartment, in
a quiet residential block within a five-minute
drive of the Santiago Bernabeu. His sitting
room was complete with predictable totems
of success – silverware and plaques, among
them one naming him the best football
manager in the world. But it was also taken
up with simpler pursuits, like his beloved
young handicapped son’s computer course
and surprising touches of humour such as
a cartoon effigy of Juan Gaspart, one of the
most disastrous presidents in the history of
FC Barcelona, smiling, like a Goya witch.
Del Bosque was born in 1950 in Salamanca. I
asked him then if a sense of geography was

important to him. “I think the climate, the
society in which you’re born into, defines
much of your life – in that sense I’ve considered myself a classic Castilian all my life,” he
answered. “I would say we are people with
a sense of responsibility, somewhat august,
cold, quite serene, without great eccentricities.”
And yet Del Bosque took more Catalans
than Castilians to the World Cup in South
Africa – and Catalans claim to have within
them rauxa, an uncontrollable emotion, an
outburst, any kind of irrational activity, as
well as seny , a more focused sensible side.
The Spanish squad in South Africa had a bit
of both mixed into their collective genius.
With the evidence of hindsight, one can see
now that the ever-diplomatic Del Bosque
was the perfect choice to strike a balance
between the old and the new when he took
over , as national coach from Luis Aragones
after Spain won the European championships in 2008.Spain had just had their finest
footballing hour but a queue was already
forming full of young players ready to
replace the internationals who had just been
crowned European champions.

told me of what it was like to be on the losing side. “Of course one felt it. I don’t like to
talk about this because it seems to identify
one politically, but I remember my parents
feeling very insecure about everything that
was going on, speaking in whispers about
certain subjects.”
In a rare personal revelation, Del Bosque
then went on to tell me about his father. “He
was radical, he had progressive ideas. He
was caught up in the Spanish Civil War, taken
prisoner by the Franco forces and served a
sentence. You see he was a pure blooded
Republican. He worked as a clerk for the
national railways. He used to talk to me to
convince me that nothing of what he lived
through should ever be repeated... I think
we Spaniards of today are not sufficiently
thankful to his generation. With every day
that passes the frontiers are disappearing. A
lot of those who lived the drama of the Civil
War have died – that has helped cure the
wounds.”

I asked him whether it was fair to have once
considered Real Madrid Franco’s team.
“Not especially. Anyway, Real Madrid was a
football team. It was outside politics. It’s a
simplification to call it pro-Franco... Real MaThe Barcelona trio, Pedro, Sergi Busquets
and Gerard Pique, were all brought in by Del drid today is pluralist, it’s got a huge number
Bosque to join other Barca stars, Villa , Iniesta, of followers of all tendencies,” he answered.
Xavi, and Pujol. But it has all been evolution
He thinks much the same of the current
over revolution. Thus he brought in the
Spanish squad, despite the enduring rivalries
fiery Catalan Victor Valdes in as third-choice
at club level. Bringing people together is the
goalkeeper, while opting for Real Madrid’s
hallmark of a Spain side that has thrived on
Iker Casillas as first-choice. He also brought
its own harmony , with no sign of tension
in players from other Spanish clubs, not just
between the boys of Barça and the players
Barca and Real Madrid, even if Barca ended
from Real Madrid.
up with a majority .
The Society’s vice-chairman Jimmy Burns’s
Del Bosque has learnt from Spanish history.
published books include When Beckham
He was born into a post-war Spanish genera- went to Spain: Stardom & The Politics of Real
tion that while still in childhood had begun
Madrid (Michael Joseph) ; Barca, A People’e
to glimpse the beginning of a better future
Passion (Bloomsbury); and The Hand of God:
while destined to remain forever conscious
The Life of Diego Maradona www.jimmyof the memories of the Civil War. Del Bosque burns.com
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The events of 9 May 1976 remain shrouded
in conspiracy theories. It is no secret that
Montejurra was ringed by Civil Guards on
that morning, yet somehow a contingent of
Spanish and foreign gunmen managed to
CARLOS HUGO DE BORBON (1930-2010) set up a machine-gun nest on the summit.
It was widely reported that the ambush was
organised by Carlos Hugo’s brother, Sixto
Enrique de Borbón, who never forgave his
sibling for breaking with Franco.

+LVWRU\

Carlos Hugo died last August ijBarcelona at
the age of 80, a controversial, highly principled figure of outstanding intellect. In the
latter years of the Franco régime, the Carlist
pretender antagonised the dictatorship by
transforming his conservative movement of
‘red beret tradicionalists’ into a left-leaning
party along Titoist lines. As a result, Carlos
Hugo was expelled from Spain. His anti-fasIn the year of the Carlist pretender’s death,
cist convictions were undoubtedly inherited
Jules Stewart shares a personal perspective from his father, Don Javier, who fought in
on a controversial life.
the French Resistance during the Second
World War and was interned in Dachau.
On a sunny morning in May 1976, I was
Carlos Hugo’s return from exile in 1978 was
tramping up Montejurra in Navarre alonggreeted with a sign of relief, for he promptly
side Carlos Hugo de Borbón-Parma, the Carlrenounced his claim to the throne in favour
ist pretender to the throne of Spain, who had
of his cousin, King Juan Carlos. Carlos Hugo
entered the country clandestinely to lead
devoted his efforts instead towards building
his followers on this traditional march. The
a political party that sadly never found supmountain is the site of an annual pilgrimage
port amongst the electorate.
to commemorate a battle fought in the Third
Carlist War. I was interviewing Carlos Hugo
The Montejurra massacre symbolised a
for CBS Radio, one of my freelance clients,
dynastic confrontation played out a century
when a burst of machine-gun fire ripped
after Spain’s all but forgotten ‘other civil war’,
through the air. ‘I think we’d best head down,’ the Carlist uprising against Isabel II and the
said the Oxford-educated, Harvard professor constitutional monarchists, dismissively reof economics and erstwhile coal miner. As
ferred to as the guiris. The Carlist Wars began
we retraced our steps, several men rushed
in 1833 and erupted sporadically for 43 years
past us carrying the body of one of the two
until 1876, when the pretender Carlos VII
Carlist supporters murdered that day by
was defeated and King Alfonso XII entered
rightwing extremists.
Navarre, the Carlists’ spiritual sanctuary. The
conflict captured headlines
in Europe, and in particular
in Britain where it was closely
followed by publications like
The Graphic, The Illustrated
London News and The Evening
Standard, whose special correspondent George MacGraham filed fifty stories from the
frontline. The Carlists generated much interest abroad, as
protagonists of Europe’s last
civil war in which pretenders
sought to establish their claim
to the throne.
The wars were perceived by
foreign readers as romantic
guerrilla affairs, with little
coverage given to such savage
realities as routine murder by
meat hook or boiling water,
tactics devised by Spanish
partisans in the 1808 rebellion
against the French. The Carlists
established their strongholds
mainly in Valencia, Catalonia,
Aragón, the Basque Country
and Navarre, where peasants, the clergy, conservative
intellectuals and elements of
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the military rallied to the war-cry of ‘God,
Country and King!’
The spark that ignited the first Carlist
uprising was the death in 1833 of Fernando
VII. This threw into question the right of
his infant daughter Isabel II to ascend the
throne under the regency of Fernando’s
fourth wife, María Cristina. The Carlists
supported the rival claim of the deceased
king’s brother Carlos V. The dispute rested
on the legitimacy of Salic Law, which in 1830
had been abandoned and replaced with an
ancient mixed succession system. The liberal
constitutionalists supported this reform.
The Carlists, seeking to counter growing
liberal and anticlerical influences after the
French Revolution and Napoleon, refused to
recognise its validity. The next step was war,
which led to the enduring split in Spanish
society that came to be known as ‘las dos
Españas’, enshrined in a poem by Antonio
Machado. The Carlists were beaten in the
first round, thanks partly to financial support
from France, Britain and Portugal for Isabel’s
faction. This was followed in 1847 by a
second guerrilla uprising, mainly by Catalan
rebels, which also met with defeat. Spain was
engulfed in political turmoil from Isabel II’s
forced abdication in 1868, which prompted a
third and unsuccessful Carlist offensive, until
the Bourbon restoration under Alfonso XII in
1874.
Carlos Hugo married Princess Irene of the
Netherlands in 1964. The couple had four
children before divorcing in 1981. Following
Carlos Hugo’s funeral the eldest of these, Carlos Javier, Duke of Madrid, made it clear that
Carlism remains an ambiguous phenomenon
in Spain. Carlos Javier said he would continue to support ‘a free and democratic Spain’,
though he would also defend the ‘dynastic
rights’ of his father.
Jules Stewart is an author and freelance
journalist based in London, who worked for
twenty years as a foreign correspondent in
Spain

7UDYHO-RXUQDO
Every pilgrim has a different motive, and True, the free or almost free albergues are
Elena Moya had hers. cheaper and more authentic, but there are
better ways of ending an average 70kmCycling The Road to Compostela
cycling day other than sharing a room with
This year is a special holy year in Spain
40 other sweaty people, or facing a cold
because the feast of the patron Santiago fell shower. The Paradores are a better option,
on a sunday.
I may say, as I believe they are indeed one
of Spain’s best kept secrets -they have also
I don’t cry much of happiness these days
extended the very generous youth-offer rate
-not that I expect to.
to under 35s.
That’s what was so beautiful about the moNot that this would apply to me, but with
ment that I arrived in Santiago de Compostthe energy and enthusiasm of such age, we
ela, sweaty and dirty, and raised my head to
picked our rental bikes in Pamplona and
look into the spires of the imposing cathestarted our pilgrimage in Roncesvalles, right
dral, thinking of the 805km behind. Without
on the French-Spanish border, just 6 hours
notice, tears filled my eyes.
after arriving into the capital Navarre at 3
And I didn’t even do it for any religious reao’clock in the morning.
sons, or stellar-moment promises, or because
About 70km later –back to Pamplona, onto
I had crossed or overcome any significant
milestone in my life. I did it because I always Puente La Reina- I dropped my first set
of tears Pedalling up the Alto del Perdón,
wanted to, and on the edge of my fourth
decade, I started feeling that if I had to cycle against strong winds, when I had barely slept
three hours the night before and just driven
that long, I’d better start sooner rather than
across France wasn’t my idea of fun. More
later.
than a pilgrim, I felt a martyr. This is why one
I had planned this trip for years, but had to
needs to do the Camino with somebody else:
cancel a few times because of bad timing,
encouragement is not a plus, but a necessity.
poor weather, companion drop-outs, but this
time I was determined. My partner and I had Luckily, the Relais Chateaux Hostal el Peregrino in Puente la Reina made it all well worth
two weeks off in April and nothing would
it. For all the culture, churches, landscapes
stop us.
and people that one stumbles along the
Not even the volcanic ash cloud, which gave
Camino, it is arriving at the day’s destination
us a sleepless night the day before departo have a cold beer or a glass of wine at the
ture, and made us spend a fortune in renting
plaza del pueblo which provides the best
a Mercedes Benz that took us 1,300km from
moment of all. It is magic. Made all the more
London to Pamplona in 17 hours. The Merc
so by the hotel providing towels, beds and
was just our first contact as poorly-dressed
washing dirty clothes. I would have never
cycling companions committed to our adthought that I would see my cycling shorts
venture –and to luxurious services. Pilgrimand socks perfectly ironed and perfumed,
age and comfort don’t have to be mutually
delivered in a luxury plastic bag to my room.
exclusive –I told my partner to get her on
Pilgrimage is not that bad, after all.
board.
We loved the cycling through the vineyards of the lower Navarre, where they
produce wonderful claret, and one of
the four wine regions that we went
through in our trip: low Navarre, Rioja,
Bierzo and after arriving in Santiago,
the Rias Baixas, home of my favourite
Albariño white wine.
We passed by wonderful little Navarre
and Rioja villages such as Los Arcos, Viana and Santo Domingo de la Calzada
–with a four-star Parador. If thirsty, the
Bodegas Irache has a fountain which
dispenses wine, for free, but we left
that for the evening so as not the defuse the energy and attention needed
for the Camino.
As a Spaniard, and a graduate of the
Universidad de Navarra, in Pamplona,
I had been to most cities along the
Camino –Pamplona, Logroño, Burgos, León and Santiago itself– but
had never seen the little villages in
between and that’s what made me fall
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in love with the route. Following the yellow
and blue shell signs made me think of the
thousands of pilgrims who had filled the
path since the Middle Ages, when allegedly,
a peasant found the remains of St. James
apostle in Santiago and caused the pilgrimage of millions of Europeans over the following ten centuries.
Noblemen, Kings, Queens and the Church
financed the building of squares, bridges
and fountains to facilitate the Camino for
the pilgrims –including the most beautiful
stone bridge in Puente La Reina, paid by
a Queen, hence the village’s name. It is so
special to enter into a little village in such a
natural way. The Camino flows directly into
the village’s Plaza, or Calle Mayor. One feels
as a pilgrim or a local of many centuries ago
must have felt, when people just walked or
rode horses to go from place to place, and
naturally followed the pathway to the centre
of town, where of course, the pension and
the fountain would be waiting.
The flat and elevated lands of Castilla followed the bumpy and greener regions of
Navarre and La Rioja. Architectural wonders

such as XI century’s
Frómista church
were some of the
highlights of the
300km between
Burgos and León. A
hailstorm, punctures
and a great variety
of people also made
sure that we never
got bored.
The hills turned well
alive after the shockingly beautiful region
of El Bierzo, between
León and Galicia –red
land, new boutique
hotels, rivers with
plenty of water made
Villafranca del Bierzo
and Castrillo de los
Polvezares two mustreturn discoveries. A
rest day in Villafranca also gave us enough
strength for the worst hill of the route, the
one that welcomes pilgrims into Galicia, and
after which one can see the region as clearly
as ever, all the mountains at one’s feet.

PLQXWHLQWHUYLHZ
by Barbara Moya.

Spaniards in London
Jorge Gallardo and Xavier Domínguez run Bar&Co, a boat moored on the Thames and turned into a
floating bar where football, tapas and Spanish music, succeed.
Can you tell us about yourselves?
We are the directors of Spanish Connection UK Ltd Company. We created this company about 10
years ago with the idea of bringing the Spanish Community a bit closer, organizing Spanish football
TV matches in a pub, monthly Spanish parties and having our own football team playing for the City
league. We also run an IT company called PC Amigo. We both have an IT career.
What triggered the idea for Bar&Co?
After years of running a monthly party in a neighbouring vessel, another boat became available
and we decided to come ‘onboard’ and offer the Spanish community a place where they could feel at
home.
Why a boat?

A boat is a unique venue. It’s a lot more fun. Besides, Bar&Co is very well located, opposite the
Southbank with incredible views of Big Ben, London Eye and Tate Modern Gallery. Being able to
watch a game on the upper deck in Spanish -since we have Spanish TV- with that background is a
Three more days of roller-coaster Galicia hills,
little villages full of cows and peace led us to unique experience and difficult to beat!Football is a passion
the end, cycling through eucalyptus forests,
We are home to FC Barcelona members club in London, so we have 3 screens on the inner deck and
and crossing rivers such as the Miño. Along
one on the upper deck where we broadcast La Liga and The Champions League.
the way I managed to find a group of fellow
Catalans to watch a Barça match with. Had I
supported Real Madrid, I would have found
similar human solidarity –the Caminantes
are a varied lot, and always friendly, even the
Real Madrid fans!.

I’ve cycled Cuba end to end, hiked the Andes
to MachuPicchu, walked across Europe and
been to the five edges of the world. But el
Camino was the best trip of my life.
Elena Moya is a journalist with The Guardian. Her novel, “The olive groves of Belchite”
(Pegasus, 2009) was released in Spanish
and Catalan in October 2010. It is reviewed
elsewhere in this issue La Revista.
E.moya@hotmail.co.uk

What about food?
We do also have a traditional Spanish menu available for our customers or on demand for finger
buffet bookings.
Anything else to bring us closer to Spain?
We have our own Spanish party every last Friday of the month, where we play the latest Spanish
music. So if you are on the inner deck you may not realise that you are on a boat or even outside the
Spanish frontiers until you come upstairs to the upper deck and see the London skyline.
What other activities does your boat offer?
We are available to hire any day of the week for any occasion. We have plenty of live bands, birthday
parties, weddings, music labels, performing arts... We also organize Flamenco parties for the offices
around and karaoke. Really good fun!
Who are your customers?
50% of the business on the boat is from our own Spanish parties, bookings from Spanish speakers,
and the other 50% would come from Bar&Co lovers, people of different nationalities. In the end, any
one with a fun mentality and trouble free.
How do people get to know you?
We have both been here for over 10 years and we have realised that what works better is word of
mouth. You just need to do things properly with a clear conscience and people will hear about you.
But we also use networking events, Facebook or our own database.
What is your best advice for a young Spanish entrepreneur in London?
Stop talking about it and get on with it. There are some people who talk about getting things done
and others that actually do it.
What is the key to success?
Treating the customer with respect and making them feel warm and helping them on their special
occasion will help.
Any future plans?
Whatever feels right. It’s always about the right time and the right place, either boat, train or plane!
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Left: Approaching Potes
crucial, and this is why I wanted to see the
Liébana; to examine excavated sites, to visit
churches, to carry out landscape analysis,
and to widen my experience as an historian.
By tracing the details of the land transactions
undertaken by Sempronio and his fellow
Lebaniegos, we are able to paint a fairly
detailed picture of the rural economy and
social relations of the medieval Liébana. In
this way, we are one small step closer to producing a more coherent and global picture
of Spanish medieval history.

5HVHDUFK1HZV

Considerations on the Historical Geography of the Liébana

annual precipitation level of between 1000
to 1200mm for the rest of Cantabria, the
Liébana enjoys the considerably drier annual
BY ROBERT PORTASS
level of 600 to 800mm. Average
An Oxford history graduate goes in search
temperatures are also very warm for
of medieval Spain with the support of the
a mountain region, and especially
Anglo-Spanish Society and BBVA.
one so far north in the Iberian Peninsula. July and August see average
In the year 847, Sempronio, a local peasant
of modest means, made a donation of all he temperatures of nearly 30 C on the
valley floors (which are themselves
owned in the hamlets of Cosgaya, Fresno,
no lower than 300 metres above
and Pembes, to the monastery of San Salvasea-level). In other words, in the
dor de Villeña, perched high in the mists of
valleys the climatic conditions of the
the Liébana valley, in Cantabria. We know
Liébana are those of a Mediterranethis because the document in which the
an rather than an Atlantic microclitransaction is recorded survives in the carmate. This provides very advantatulary of the monastery of Santo Toribio de
geous conditions for cultivation,
Liébana. For the historian, such records are
vital to our attempts to reconstruct the social - conditions which are exceptionally
and unusually good for a mountain
history of medieval Spain. Nonetheless, the
area, and which help to explain the
appeal of the characters of these monastic
abundance of vineyards, fields and orchards
documents can find itself somewhat muted
mentioned in medieval documentation.
when confined to a dusty reading room in
At a time when landed interest effectively
Oxford. It was for this reason that I set out
equalled wealth, and social power was
for Cantabria, with the help of the BBVA
derived from the possession of this former,
Anglo-Spanish Society Scholarship, in the
it comes as little surprise when perusing the
autumn of 2009. My trip to the Liébana
sparked my historical imagination in the very documents to see local families and institutions consolidating their position by means
setting where these monks, peasants, and
of the purchase of fields, farms, and somelords, about whom I read on a daily basis,
times whole villages. My visit to the monasmade their lives more than one thousand
tery of Santo Toribio, in fact, brought me face
years ago.
to face with the biggest corporate property
And what a setting it is. The Liébana is situowner of the medieval Liébana.
ated in western Cantabria, an enchanting
More generally, seeing the Liébana allowed
land of verdant slopes, dotted with charmme to reflect upon the importance of undering villages, all but encircled by the Picos de
standing the geo-physical backdrops against
Europa mountains. Four valleys (Valdebaró,
which histories such as those of Sempronio
Cereceda, Piedrasluengas and Cillorigo)
take place. Let us take the example of the
meet in the village of Potes which is the ad‘mountain valley’. Mountains impose a
ministrative capital of the modern comarca.
bounded physical reality on their communiThese four valleys are almost completely
ties, but they above all impose a series of
enclosed by mountains of up to two and a
half thousand metres (8000 feet) which help socio-economic constraints that the dwellers of the plains simply need not take into
to shelter the Liébana from the worst of the
account...and often don’t – this can lead to
Atlantic winds and rain. Climate,
therefore, is one characteristic of the Liébana jaundiced history writing, to be resisted at all
costs, and hopefully my trip to the Liébana
as a micro-spatial unit which has historically
will now help me to avoid this pitfall as far as
helped to shape forms of economic activity
possible. Setting, put simply, seems to me
in its valleys. In comparison to an average
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My doctoral work is effectively a comparative study of local society and social relations
in the north of Spain in the centuries often
consigned to history’s Dark Age. However,
the amount of extant evidence available to
the historian willing to work with a variety
of sources, languages, and methodologies,
is greater than many assume. Monastic
charters, and other less abundant written
sources, when combined cautiously with
landscape analysis and archaeology, allow
us to say much
more than was
once thought
possible about
key issues, such
as the pervasiveness of
Roman influence in socialeconomic,
political, and
cultural spheres;
the legal and
economic status
of peasants;
the size, scale,
longevity, and
resources of aristocratic presence; and the
“reach” of the royal centre in the years following the birth of the kingdom of the Asturias,
the leading polity of northern Spain in the
eighth and ninth centuries. I am fortunate
too, to be able to count upon specialist
advice from Spanish historians and local experts, who played a full part in the success of
this trip. Nonetheless, I am fully aware that
this would simply not have been possible
were it not for the generous and benevolent
actions of the Anglo-Spanish Society and the
sponsor of my award BBVA, to whom I am
truly grateful.
And for the final word, let us turn to Sempronio, newly vivid in my imagination after
my trip to his homeland. In the document of
847, Sempronio tells us, in typically errorstrewn ninth-century Latin, that he is making
his donation in order to cleanse his soul
(‘pro remedio anime mee’) – to this modern
observer, it seems that a visit to the Liébana
over one thousand years later has much the
same effect.

Robert Portass is a post-graduate student at Balliol College, Oxford
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get their stories straight. If it could be agreed
that the dying Arthur had been incapable of
husbandly duties, then his brief marriage to
By Kathryn Hughes
Catherine could be declared null and void.
Catherine of
Only then would the way be clear for Prince
Aragon first
Henry to climb into his late brother’s bed
came to England with a clean conscience.
in 1501 to marry
The greatest revelation of Giles Tremlett’s
Prince Arthur,
biography to the non-specialist reader is
Henry VII’s eldest
the way Queen Catherine took up her new
son and sickly
executive role with such fierce relish. Before
heir. The prissy
she had even married Henry she had been
little princess
appointed Spanish ambassador to Britain,
wasn’t impressed
the first woman to hold such a post. Now,
with what she
with her husband away fighting the French,
found. The English were grubby, garrulous
she stepped up as Queen Governor and proand lazy. The men were drunk, and the
ceeded to wage brutal war on the Scots. For
women smelt. Her new subjects, by contrast,
a devout Christian she was disconcertingly
were touchingly pleased with the beautibloodthirsty, too, announcing to faraway
ful teenager with long auburn hair, whose
Henry that she had been all set to send him
farthingale – a sort of padded doughnut that
the disembowelled body of James IV, fallen
pushed out her skirts – was a source of wonat Flodden Field. The only thing that stopped
der in a world where fashion travelled slowly.
her, the young queen explained wistfully,
The wedding night was satisfactory, at least
was that “our Englishmen’s hearts would not
as far as anyone could tell. In time there
suffer it”.
would be, God and Arthur’s health willing, a
The problems really began when, after over
string of lusty male babies.
two decades of marriage, Henry caught sight
of Anne Boleyn and her delicious “dukkys”
...the problem of what to do
and decided he couldn’t live without her, or
with Catherine began. Sendthem. Catherine, who had failed to present
ing her back to her parents
him with the all-important son, now seemed
less
like a flame-haired warrior and more like
would be difficult, because
a dumpy sourpuss whose “dukkys”, after six
the king, always a man with
pregnancies, were almost certainly on the
an eye on his balance sheet,
slide. Henry’s grounds for divorce depended
on the fact that Catherine had previously
didn’t want to return her
been married to Arthur and was therefore
dowry. One solution – creepy his “sister”. Catherine lashed back by insisting
even by Tudor standards –
that she had come to Henry as a virgin.
Catherine of Aragon: Henry’s Spanish
Queen

was for the 45-year-old Henry to wed his own daughterin-law...
But God wasn’t willing and Arthur’s poor
health meant that no one could be certain
that the two anxious 15-year-olds who whispered together in Latin really had managed
to consummate their marriage during the
five months that remained to them. In April
1502 Arthur was carried off by the sweating
sickness, and the problem of what to do with
Catherine began. Sending her back to her
parents would be difficult, because the king,
always a man with an eye on his balance
sheet, didn’t want to return her dowry. One
solution – creepy even by Tudor standards
– was for the 45-year-old Henry to wed his
own daughter-in-law, who, despite her second-hand status, remained an important link
to strategically vital Spain. Another possibility was to marry her to Arthur’s brother. For
this to happen, though, everyone needed to

Erudite scholars puzzled over whether her
maidenhead had been left unbroken during her first, abbreviated, marriage. Elderly courtiers tried to recall whether Prince
Arthur had looked smug or dejected on the
morning after his wedding night. Pensionedoff maidservants were called in to report on
what they could remember about the state
of the royal bed sheets all those years ago.
Cardinal Wolsey upped the ante by telling
the pope that Catherine was now suffering
from such a hideously deforming venereal disease that no decent man could be
expected to sleep with her. Yet just who was
supposed to have given her the pox was left
insinuatingly vague.
In fact this scrutiny of her physical self was
nothing new for Catherine, and one of
Tremlett’s most impressive achievements
is to show us how the story of royal and
noble women in the late medieval period
was always, in an important sense, written
on the body. During the seven awful years
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of purdah as Arthur’s widow, Catherine had
used starvation to control a world that felt
frighteningly out of control. This, in turn,
derailed her menstrual cycle to the extent
that, once married to Henry, she often found
it impossible to tell when she was and wasn’t
pregnant. On at least one occasion her allcontrolling mind managed to trick her body
into a phantom pregnancy. The damage
done by those early bouts of anorexia may

In fact this scrutiny of her
physical self was nothing
new for Catherine, and one
of Tremlett’s most impressive achievements is to show
us how the story of royal
and noble women in the late
medieval period was always,
in an important sense, written on the body
also account for the stream of still-births and
infant deaths that further taxed her system.
Ironically, then, the fierce public focus on
Catherine’s adolescent body when she first
arrived in England as a broodmare hobbled
her ability to fulfil her crucial biological and
political task, that of producing a bonny
baby boy.
Tremlett , has done an excellent job of accessing Catherine of Aragon’s more private
moments. He resists suggesting that inside
that quaint little body with its puffy skirts
there lurked a woman with a 21st-century
mind. Instead he sticks mainly to the sources,
using his imagination only to try to understand a world in which one girl’s psychodrama really could change the course of British
history.
Kathryn Hughes is the author of three
books, the most recent of which is The
Short Life and Long Times of Mrs Beeton
(4th Estate). She writes regularly on the
books, arts and comment pages of the
Guardian and broadcasts for Radio 4. She
is currently Visiting Professor in Lifewriting at Kingston University.
Giles Tremllet will be in conversation
with Jimmy Burns at the Instituto Cervantes in London on December 8th (see
events)
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Light at the end of the Tunnel? An
English expatriate’s view from Valencia

campaign to restore international faith in the
integrity of buying property in Spain.

By NICK SNELLING Certainly, the importance of correcting any
property illegality cannot be understated
I wonder whether the existing crisis in Spain
and, thankfully, there are signs that the
will herald a welcome new era?
previous tolerance to this is diminishing.
Certainly, few people would argue that not
Hopefully, it will be followed by greater care
everything about the boom years was posiwith regard to any new construction, so that
tive. There was far too much easy money
it enhances, not damages, the beauty of
being made for sound business practices to
Spain’s natural environment.
become common and little was done to corMeanwhile, there are tentative signs that the
rect Spain’s antediluvian employment laws.
government is looking at Spain’s employMeanwhile, the funcionario system remained
ment laws to make them more employeruntouched and allowed a civil service to
friendly. If this is followed by a bold revision
continue with practices that are positively
of the funcionario system then Spain may
elephantine.
well come out of the recession more vibrant
Of course, during the boom years, massive
and efficient than ever before.
construction was also undertaken that was
Certainly, most North Europeans thinking of
often poorly planned, badly designed and
moving to Spain want three things as absolacking in any effective quality control. This
lutes: a secure property (free of legal probresulted in an inevitable crisis and one that,
lems and liabilities), a working infrastructure
sadly, has even harmed the innate beauty of
(from shops to reliable electricity, healthcare
much of coastal Spain.
and ADSL) and a way to make money legally
Unfortunately, the carelessness of much of
(if they are of working age).
the construction was matched by significant
I am hopeful that the property issue is now
town hall corruption and some extremely
being sorted out, so that Spain can become
poor conveyancing practices. This led to
somewhere that is unquestionably safe to
Spain carelessly allowing a poor internabuy. As to the general infrastructure, there
tional reputation to develop for the integrity
is no denying that, as a whole, it is already
of its domestic property – despite the latter
comparable to most North European counbeing a massive source of foreign income.
tries. That said, the next few years will be a
Needless to say, the concept of easy money
severe test of resources, as the health and
during the boom also attracted many North
education services tackle the twin problems
Europeans who came to Spain with unrealis- of an ageing population and the huge poputic dreams. They either bought into Spain for lation increase (mainly of poor immigrants)
purely investment purposes or thought that over the past ten years.
they could come over with a second hand
Perhaps the most knotty problem, for every‘digger’ and earn a viable income. Preferone, given the high rate of unemployment, is
ably, of course, this income was to be ‘on the
the difficulty of finding viable work. Needblack’ and made from fellow expatriates - all
less to say, the old certainties have vanished.
living in up-market ghettos that had nothing
Being unskilled in Spain and coming here
to do with Spain, its culture and way of life.
to do some building work or to start a bar
Needless to say, immigration was not reis likely to end in failure – whatever your
stricted to relatively wealthy North Europenationality.
ans. Spain is second only to the US for net
Now, you have to be far cleverer than before
immigration and became the gateway to
- more focussed and prepared to exploit
Europe for countless poor South Americans,
specific niches. The opportunities to make a
East Europeans and sub-Saharan Africans.
living (and a good one) are here, with the seIndeed, immigrants of all nations now accrets being to know exactly what the niches
count for somewhere in the region of 10%
are, whilst having the necessary skills to take
- 15% of the population.
advantage of them.
In short, the boom years between 2000 and
Are we looking towards a new and better
2007 produced an unhealthy volatility that
era? I think so. No-one wanted the present
needed to be brought under firm control.
crisis. It is brutal and horrible - but it may
The present crisis will achieve this and, I
just result in a more transparent, efficient
believe, leave Spain better positioned for the
and mature country. The ‘Wild West’ of
glorious future it deserves.
Spain may finally disappear, to be replaced
Clearly, Spain now needs to ‘grasp the nettle’ by somewhere that, unarguably, has a finer
with regard to its reputation for having prop- quality of life than elsewhere in Europe. This,
erty with legality or liability issues. This has
combined with the enchanting culture of
to be dealt with ruthlessly and quickly – even Spain, will secure the country’s future.
if the answer is a general property amnesty
combined with a slick and sustained PR
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Nick Snelling is author of ‘The Secrets to
Working and Making a Living in Spain’ and
three further books on Spain.
See: www.culturespain.com
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La Tamborrada
BY JOE DUGGAN
Food is both a way of life and an elevated
art form in San Sebastian. From its glittering firmament of 16 Michelin stars to its
painstakingly created pintxos, Donostia is a
city in thrall to food. At the vanguard of this
culinary movement march the legendary
gastronomic societies.
Members-only clubs, the txokos (Basque
for ‘cosy place’) of the Basque country have
been nurturing some of Spain’s finest cooking talent since 1870 and they continue to
draw locals (traditionally only men) together
to cook for each other.
Every January, the huddled streets of the
Parte Vieja surge with thousands of chefs
hammering out an ear-splitting beat on
drums as the txokos lead the celebrations of
San Sebastian’s saint’s day. La Tamborrada’s
roots are religious with regional pride at the
fore, but the fiesta’s army of marching chefs
symbolises perfectly the military precision
Donostiarras adopt in the kitchen.
San Sebastián’s most famous society is the
Gaztelubide and every year its members
lead La Tamborrada. José Ramón Mendizabal, known as Mendi, is this year’s Tambor
Mayor (the man chosen to lead the cooks
of the Gaztelubide). He welcomes us inside
the Gaztelubide which nestles between La
Concha’s golden crescent and the basilica
of Santa María del Coro. A smattering of
members sit playing cards. Looking down
on them, a photograph shows the original
founders from 1934 sitting down to dinner.
Mendi has been a member since 1993, a

La Tamborrada: Basque cooks take to the streets

Given the expertise of Basque men in the
kitchen, I ask if Basque children normally
learn to cook from their mothers or their
fathers. “The mother,” he says without hesitation. “It’s they who have cooked all their
lives and it is they who have invented new
recipes. My mother was the centre [in the
kitchen], she dominated everything.”
Tomorrow’s menu is a classic representation
of traditional Basque cuisine – fish soup,
hake with kokotxas (hake cheeks) and salsa
verde and solomillo. The cellar is stocked
with the finest local nectar: txakoli from
Getaria, cider from Astigarraga, a selection
of Riojas, including a Reserva 2001 chosen to
commemorate last year’s 75th anniversary.
As there are more members than places to
eat, Mendi admits “there will be a bit of a
fight to get in”.
The absence of one fond friend will be particularly mourned. The beloved Basque dish
of angulas, traditionally served on the feast
of San Sebastián, has almost vanished from
societies menus and only one, Euskal Billera,
has included them this year.

&XOWXUH
status he only achieved when his father died,
after which, according to society rules, a son
on the waiting list can automatically take his
father’s place. “My son will then go on to take
my place,” Mendi explains.
The following night they will raise the flag
of the city in front of thousands at Plaza de
la Constitución. Pride swells in his voice. La
Tamborrada is, he says, “the most important
and the most emotional fiesta. The fiesta in
the summer – Semana Grande – is a bit more
touristy. This is more ours and for the people
from here.

The prohibitively high cost of these delicious
small eels (800 Euros for a kg at the local
fishmongers) has seen a gradual decline in
their use. Mendi says they thought about including angulas on the menu, but opted for
the kokotxas instead. A cheaper alternative
version, gulas, is available, but the exactingly
high standards of the cooking in these societies prohibit the use of inferior substitutes.

thriving. “Forty years ago, there were about
35 societies. At the moment, there are 119,
and the largest ones have about 300 members,” he says. “Every year there are three or
four gastronomic societies set up, and the
new ones are completely open to women.”
Economic cost is one reason that, especially
during a recession, the societies are a popular way of keeping entertaining expenses
to a minimum. “On a special event, maybe
the birthday of your son, you join together,
maybe 20 people,” says Rafael. “In a gastronomic club you prepare your own meal and
you pay maybe 10 Euros per head. If you go
to a restaurant you pay maybe three times as
much,” he explains.
The teeming rain drenching the thousands
crammed in to Plaza de Constitución the following night seems only to ignite their passion when the Gaztelubide’s cooks ascend
the stage. As the chimes of the plaza clock
signal midnight, the crowd, many wearing
chefs’ hats and carrying small barrels, accompany those drumming on stage as the strains
of Raimundo Sarriegui’s ‘La Marcha de San
Sebastián’ reverberate around the square.
From the raised podium, Mendi conducts
proceedings as undiluted local pride raises
the decibel level of the crowd’s singing. For
the next twenty-four hours San Sebastián
marches to the beat of its own drum in a city
where the heroes wear a uniform of pristine
white.

The quest for culinary excellence permeates
every stratum of society here and the popularity of the txokos continues to swell this
devotion. Rafael Aguirre, a writer and expert
on Basque culture who has written a book
on the txokos reveals that the societies’ are

The Gaztelubide’s 250 members include Martín Berasategui (three Michelin stars) Andoni
Luis Aduriz (two stars) and Luis Irizar, the
patriarch of modern Basque cuisine. It’s
a staggering roll call of talent, but inside
its kitchen the great and good of world
cuisine rub shoulders easily with the man
in the street.
Mendi is keen to stress this egalitarian
spirit. “Here there are members who are
celebridades, such as Etxenike [Pedro
Miguel Etxenike Landiribar], a famous
scientist, but right next to him you can
find a street cleaner, and they are sitting
together and having dinner,” he says.
“What you see inside the society is what you
see in the street.
The txokos have, however, traditionally been
the preserve of the Basque male and some
of the older txokos still prohibit membership
entry to women. “A few years ago, women
were not allowed here,” Mendi admits. “Now
they can come in to have lunch and dinner
on Saturdays. Little by little it is changing.”

Note on the author: Joe Duggan is the winner of this year’s Santa Cruz prize for the best
contribution to La Revista. While this magazine has benefited from numerous wellwritten and entertaining subjects over the year, Joe’s was judged to have distinguished
himself by getting “under the skin” of one of the most colourful traditions surrounding Basque culinary culture, with style and insight. While unable to attend the Annual
general Meeting, he hopes to be able to collect his prize at this year’s Christmas party
(see events).Enhorabuena Joe!
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THE OLIVE GROVES OF BELCHITE
ELENA MOYA PEREIRA

nica, Winter in Madrid and The Return, as it
provides readers with yet another facet of
this intriguing chapter of Spain’s past.

by Sally Bengtsson
For anyone interested in understanding a
little more about their adopted country of
Spain, this page turning novel has some
fabulous insight into a past which still haunts
a country struggling to fit into modern day
Europe. Set amongst the business battles
of a global economy, the main characters
look back on their and their families’ past,
and events which still affect their daily lives,
events which have remained secret for over
five decades, but which need to be released
to enable life to move forward.
María works for an expanding Cava business,
which is looking for a base to set up shop
in London. Her frequent trips to the capital
city reward her with something she never
expected to find, and open her mind in more
ways than one. Her fiancé Jordi, a Catalan
through and through, has an interior battle
of his own, struggling against the demons of
Opus Dei, which appear to have taken over
his life, making something as innocent as
a passionate thought seem like a huge sin
to him, requiring punishment of a tortuous
kind.
María’s family live in Belchite, one of the
many towns which were ransacked and
bombed at the end of the civil war, which
took place between 1936 and 1939. The
broken buildings still stand today, a memoriam as to what a war is capable of destroying. Their tales and bitter divisions over half a
century later depict a family typical of many
living in present day Spain, in which relatives
have preferred to remain silent rather than
unearth a past too shameful to talk about.
After the civil war Spain was ruled by Franco

Left:
Belchite

for 36 years, who turned the country into
a complete outcast, ruling with an iron fist
which illegalised kissing in public, outlawed political parties, eliminated universal
suffrage and severely limited freedom of
expression. He allied the country´s laws

The Olive Groves of Belchite by Elena Moya
In the UK published by Pegasus (£11.99)
Spanish trans. Los Olivos de Belchite
ISBN:9788483651988, 440 pages (22.00
euros) www.elenamoya.com

Sally Bengtsson writes for The Leader Newspaper, based in Malaga www.theleader.info

alongside the Catholic Church, imprisoning
homosexuals and falling heavily on extramarital affairs. He viewed criticism of the
regime as treason, with severe punishments
as strong as death, which instilled in almost
the entire population the ability to keep
quiet about delicate topics.
Even today Spaniards find it very hard to
talk about their past, and despite the harsh
way of life they all endured, many still find it
impossible to criticise Franco, which leaves
a gaping hole in many children´s and young
adults’ understanding of their past.

Elena Moya grew up in the Mediterranean
coastal town of Tarragona, near Barcelona.
After graduating in Journalism from the
University of Navarre, she worked for El
Left: Last
Periodico de Catalunya, and won a Fulbright
remaining
scholarship to do a Masters in Financial Jourstatue of
Franco being nalism in the US. Elena settled in London as
a financial journalist eleven years ago, where
removed
she is now a business reporter at The Guardfrom a town
ian newspaper. Previously she spent two
square
years as a corporate finance correspondent
The Socialist government is trying to address
at Reuters, and nine years at Bloomberg. An
this situation, digging up the remains of
ardent traveller, cyclist and football player,
those executed in the war, to bury the bodies
Elena lives with her partner in North London.
in appropriate places, recognising foreign“The four years spent on The Olive Groves
ers who fought in the war, and allowing the
of Belchite have been marvellous, full of
“Civil War” and “Spain Under Franco” to be
challenges, growth and learning. They
taught in schools. This is mainly due to the
have helped me understand many things
fact that President Zapatero´s grandfather
better, including Spain, and people in
was killed by Franco´s troops. However, not
general. I hope that this trip that has
all Spaniards want the past unearthed.
turned into one of the richest experiences
Spain was denied entry into the European
of my life can bring some food for thought
Union while Franco was still in power. After
to others.”
his death in 1975 the way was however
paved for integration, and in 1982 Spain be- “I always wanted to write a book, but it
came a member of NATO, and in 1986 it was wasn’t until I was in the middle of the
Andes, at 4,000m altitude, in the long
officially accepted as a member of the EU.
hours climbing the numerous steps of the
The book “The Olive Groves Of Belchite”, may
Inca trail towards Machu Picchu, that I felt
be one of many which have recently been
the need to write it. By then, I had already
written about the subject. Reading it would
lived outside Spain for a number of years
be a good start to understanding a little of
and witnessed the difference between a
what life was like under Franco, and how the
democracy that is 30 years old and those
past still has a huge influence on the way
that have a tradition of hundreds of
of life in Spain today. “The Olive Groves Of
years.”
Belchite” can stand next to the best novels
on the subject, such as Warm Earth, Guer-
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Spanish movies come to town
by Observer.

The sixth London Spanish Film Festival hit
town between 27th September and 7th October, hosted by the Cine Lumiere in Queensberry Place and sponsored by a variety of
Spanish companies, academic institutions,
and official organisations like the Cervantes
Institute and the Spanish embassy.
From the moment the festival started in
2005, it quickly established itself as a gateway for the best contemporary films coming
out of Spain and which had not gained a UK
release, It also gave fans the opportunity to
see an advance screening of those movies
that were lucky enough to look forward to a
British distribution, sooner or later.
This year’s festival was not without its disappointment - the last minute cancellation of
Professor Paul Preston’s conversation with
screen writer Jorge Semprum, who was unable to attend for health reasons.
However there was much else to absorb
and enjoy, with a good variety of films, from
animation and documentary to drama and
comedy, and opportunities for the audience
to interact with directors, actors, and other
representatives of the Spanish film industry,
including director Carlos Saura and actress
Maribel Verdu.
The films shown included Relatos, a complex
psychological drama, directed by Mario
Iglesias and starring Concepcion Gonzalez
as a frustrated middle-aged housewife and
unpublished author called Rosario who has
begun waking up at the same time each
night, gripped by an unknown fear. To try

and deal with her condition, she turns to a
psychologists ([played by Luis Callejo) and in
the process begins to re-examine her life.

colourful computer-graphic scenes, leaving
one with an enduring sense of hope. Charming and moving.

The film is shot like a fly-on-the-wall documentary, with the camera jerkily zooming
in to capture the expressions and inner
emotions of the characters, and the details of
their immediate environment.

Meanwhile Mrs Franco’s favourite fashion
designer , the Basque Cristobal Balenciaga
is the subject of one of the festival’s more
interesting documentaries. The film shows
Balenciaga rising to stardom in the Paris of
the 1930’s and 1940’s from his birth in 1895
in the Basque fishing village of Guetaria.

The film mixes scenes from Rosario’s rather
mundane life with clips from the shortstories she imagines which in turn become
an expression of her inner emotional turmoil.
Scenes from the short stories of Rosario’s
imagination include an interrupted wedding
and a woman discovering a devastrating
secret about her dying grandfather.
Apart from the two main roles, the character of Rosario’s caring and down-to-earth
husband Martin is sensitity played by Bruto
Pomeroy. An original and compelling movie.
Another festival highlight, La Maquina de
Pintar Nubes is a light-hearted coming-ofage movie set in the Basque country in 1974,
the penultimate year of Franco’s regime. The
central character is Asier (played by Bingen
Elorza) whose attempts to emulate the artistic talents of his painter father and brother
are frustrated in reality by his condition of
colour-blindness.
The film has , unsurprisingly, its political
undercurrents, with various scenes showing
Basque nationalist aspirations being repressed, including a dance and music group
which Asier attends. And yet the dark side of
the Franco years is contrasted with the artistic imagination of the boy with his frustrated
flair for painting re-imagined in strikingly

Balenciaga made his name designing smart
dresses for Spanish aristocratic ladies before
fleeing from anti-Franco troops during the
Spanish Civil War. The documentary is told
through a combination of anecdotal interviews, similarly fascinating archive footage,
and modern day film of places that Balenciaga frequented in his lifetime. A 60 minute
journey into Spanish social history.
For a very different insight into a very different personality, the Festival also showed
Mascaras in which actor Jose Maria Pou
discusses the dilemmas of his craft as a 60
year-old looking back over his career and
focusing on the demands of playing fellow
professionals like Orson Welles and John
Gielgud. Some critics have praised this movie
as a fascinating study of an actor’s obsessions, although the subject matter verges on
the pretentious.

Mario González Iglesias below left
It begins in media in the early nineties and
in the next decade begins its projection
through in-house productions that earned
him many awards. Among his works stand
out Shorts Court, intensity and Mothers. He
founded his production company, Producciones Matriuska, and works in digital form.

Aitor Mazo has worked in theatre since 1984
as an actor and director. In 1987, he started
including film and TV to his occupations,
acting in films like Vacas, Maité, Airbag or
La comunidad, and in TV series such as Bi
eta bat, Médico de familia, Compañeros,
El comisario, Hospital central or Cuéntame
cómo pasó. Patxo Tellería, on top of acting in
theatre and television, is the author of scripts
for television series like Mi querido Klikowski,
Martin, Goenkale, Ertzainak or Jaun da jabe,
in addition to having adapted and written
plays. photo, above right
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By Isabel Marañón and María-Belén Parker
This dish is traditionally served in
Asturias, NW Spain, in October to
300 g chick peas (tin or can). celebrate the rendition of the Carlist
troops on 19th October 1836. It is
300 g spinach.
also tipically served on Good Friday
2 boiled eggs.
as a vigil dish, but fundamentally it
is a winter family dish. The so called
Olive oil.
potajes are extremely practical and
succulent.

Potaje de garbanzos con espinacas y bacalao.

300 g dried salt cod.

Chickpeas with cod and spinach.
Time of year: Winter
Rinse any excess salt off the cod, then put into a large bowl
and cover with cold water. Leave to soak in the fridge for 24
hours stirring it occasionally. Once the cod is unsalted, drain
it and flake the flesh with a fork. Put the chickpeas into a pan
and cover with water. Bring to the boil and cook it for 5 to
10 minutes maximum. Cut the spinach into small pieces and
crush the boiled eggs with a fork. Add these ingredients to
the pan with the chick peas and let it boil for 20 minutes. Add
salt. Serve in a big soup bowl and drizzle a little of olive oil.
And for the postre or pudding , we
suggest...
Peras al vino
Pears in wine
Peel the pears leaving the stem attached, and you may also
slice a small piece of the bottom of the pears so they stand
up straight. Add 1 bottle of wine, sugar, vanilla and cinnamon
in a big wide and tall pan large enough to hold the pears and
bring to boil over medium flame. Stir to dissolve the sugar
completely, then reduce the heat to low.
Place the pears in the simmering wine and poach at very low
simmer for 30 to 40 minutes.
Remove the pears to serving plate. Bring the wine to the boil
again. By doing this you will reduce it to about 1 cup and
obtain the most delicious syrup. Strain the liquid, pour over
the pears, and serve.
6 to 8 pears
¼ litre Cassis Cream (optional)
1cinnamon pod
½ small size glass caster sugar
1 vanilla pod, split open lengthways
1 bottle of wine, preferably Cariñena or Priorato.

Even though this recipe will appear to most of you as
French, it is also a classical Spanish dessert. In the area of Navarra, in the so called Rioja Baja, in the heart of the Ebro valley, the village Rincón de Soto produces the most wonderful
and delicious pears. These are commonly used in Spanish
households to cook this traditional, simple and most elegant
recipe.
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Anglo-Spanish reunion at the Garrick Club
by Sancho Panza
With the summer recess over, the convivial surroundings
of the Garrick Club in London drew Dr Peter Martland from
Cambridge University and TV producer Eddie Andersen to an
interesting lunch , as guests of Jimmy Burns, the Anglo-Spanish Society’s vice-chairman. The table’s discussion? wartime
Spain,spies, good food, and excellent wine.
Dr Martland studied history at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge and now teaches at the University. He was part of the
team that researched the authorised history of MI5 by Professor Christopher Andrew. Dr Martland’s interest in Britain’s
wartime ambassador in Madrid Sir Samuel Hoare (Viscount
Templewood) began in the mid 1990s when he sorted and
catalogued his personal and political papers now held in the
Templewood Collection at the Cambridge University Library.
His next but one book will be a comprehensive biography of
Hoare.
Mr Anderson is a TV producer and writer with a special interest in his family ancestry in Norfolk, being descended from
the Quaker banking families of Gurney, Barclay, Buxton and
Hoare.By good fortune Eddie lives in Templewood, a classical
Palladian villa built in 1938 especially for Sir Samuel Hoare by
his nephew Paul Paget as an ideal country house for a gentleman landowner. On his uncle’s death in 1959, Paul Paget in-

(From Left to Right facing) Dr Peter Martland, Eddie Anderson,
and Jimmy Burns in front of a portrait of British wartime actor
Leslie Howard.

herited Templewood, later marrying Eddie Anderson’s mother,
author Verily Anderson.
Today Mr Anderson’s role is to maintain the Hoare family
name and history and to offer a hospitable welcome to all
interested visitors. He has kindly agreed to receive members
of the Anglo-Spanish Society at Templewood for a talk and
tour in June next year (see events list .)
Dr Martland first introduced Jimmy Burns to Mr Anderson
when our vice-chairman was researching his book Papa Spy,
which includes an account of his father Tom Burns’s time in
the wartime embassy in Madrid under Sir Samuel Haore.
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THE ANGLO-SPANISH SOCIETY

Gracias

For people with a love of Spain and all things Spanish
Join now
Application for membership

Title

Membership Rates*
Single:

Joint:

Name(s) and
Surname(s)

London and Home Counties:

£27

£38

Address

Elsewhere in UK:

£24

£32

Student (Under 26):

£15

Overseas:

£15

£15

for Direct debit please contact the Membership Secretary.
Please send your completed form and payment to:
The Anglo-Spanish Society
102 Eaton Square, London
Postcode

SW1W 9AN

email

For more information regarding Membership, including
Corporate Supporters packages,
contact:

Tel No.

membership@anglospanishsociety.org /
07903 801 576

I enclose a
cheque for

£

for

_______

membership*

www.anglospanishsociety.org
“I wish the Anglo-Spanish Society to treat all membership subscriptions and donations I have made in the past 6 years and all membership subscriptions and donations that hat I make from the date
of this declaration as Gift Aid donations.

Signed
You must pay an amount of income tax and/or capital gains tax in
each tax year at least equal to the tax that the charity will claim from
HM Revenue & Customs on your Gift Aid donation(s). “

Date

Reg Charity No. 1080250

NEXT ISSUE
The next issue of the Anglo-Spanish Review is due to appear February / March 2011
Articles for consideration for this issue should be sent to the Editor by the beginning of January.
Ideally articles should be about 800 - 1200 words and typed, with double spacing. They may be submitted on CD Rom, disk, preferably Windows/Word or by email.
Illustrations, preferably black and white, are always welcome, and may be provided as prints, negatives or email.
Editor: Adrian T Wright, Chestnut Lodge, 81 Park Lane, Histon, Cambs CB24 9JJ.
Tel. 01223 237725. Email: at.wright@btinternet.com

The opinions expressed throughout this issue of the Anglo-Spanish Review represent those of the authors and contributors and
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Anglo-Spanish Society or those of their supporters. The Anglo Spanish Society is a
registered charity: 1080250.
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article on their research and experiences for publication
in the Society’s La Revista.
7. Thanks to the generosity of financial supporters and
sponsors, the Society is now in a position to extend considerably its support for students. Details of these benefactors can be found on the website and their representatives will be involved in the acceptance of candidates.

Applicants for grants from the Society should consider
the following:

8. Grants can include allowances for research materials,
travel, academic fees and, where appropriate, accommodation. Each grant will be of the order of £4,000, with a
likely maximum of £5,000 in special cases.

Grants Policy
Applicants for grants from the Society should consider
the following:

9. Applications can be submitted at any time (in the first
instance to the Grants Secretary) but the closing date for
applications will be 31st January in the year for which the
grant is sought. It is intended that the five main scholarships (one for each Principal Supporter) will be awarded
in April or May at a reception at the Spanish Embassy in
London which successful candidates will be required to
attend.

1. Applicants must be United Kingdom or Spanish nationals who are or will be engaged in university studies at
postgraduate level that have some connection with bilateral links and relationships between the United Kingdom
and Spain in any field of academic interest.
2. Applicants may be undergraduates in their final year, or
be postgraduates or mature students seeking, for example, to extend existing qualifications or to carry forward
research already initiated.

10. Applications – either direct or via an academic sponsor – should be made to the Grants Secretary of the Society info@anglospanishsociety.org and are to include:

3. Students should already have been accepted at the
University of their choice and be able to produce written
confirmation of this.

1.
a covering letter – including a brief outline of the
proposed course/project and

4. The Society’s aim is to provide support for a course or
research project which would not be possible without this
additional funding.

2.
an up-to-date CV, giving full academic and personal details, with particular reference to items 1, 3 and 5
of the Grants Policy.

5. In considering applications the Council will take into
account whether they conform with the objects of the
Society, which is a non-political organization whose aim
is: ‘to promote friendship and understanding among the
peoples of the United Kingdom and Spain through knowledge of each other’s customs, institutions, history and
way of life’.
6. Successful applicants will be asked to submit a short

Holiday Accomodation
Costa de La Luz
Comfortable Anglo-Spanish family beach home, close to Sevilla and Portuguse border , available for holiday rent (short or long
stay, minimum one week). Stunning sea view,friendly local village, close to interesting historic sights. Fully equipped, including
interesting library of English and Spanish books. Ideal for family holiday or off-peak season rest. Available most of the year round.
Bookings now being taken for 2011. For further information email: jk.burns@virgin.net
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